DC Eagle PO Box Door
This door was patented for the Corbin Cabinet and Lock Co. in 1902.

Memorize your combination. Also, write it down and keep it in a safe place. The combination will
consist of a letter and number for each dial. The combination is locate on the bottom of the box.
Besides the combination, there will also be a number. If you lose the combination, write to me, giving
that number and I should be able to give you the combination.
The is a small notch in the door above the dials to line the tick marks to. The small white line above the
letter is the zero “0” tick. The next tick to the right would be 1, and so on till you get to the next small
tick above the next letter. The black spaces between the ticks are 1/2 ticks.
Examples: Left dial is set at H3 and the right dial is set at V 3 1/2
You can turn the dials either to the right or left to set the combo for that dial.
The first set of letter/number is for the left hand dial. A – K.
The second set of letter/number is for the right hand dial L-V
Slide the door knob to the right to open.
A word of caution, when the door is open, do not turn the dials, damage to the gears may result.These
doors are old and have been in many years of service. Some jiggling and finessing might be need until
you are comfortable with opening them. I give them a healthy cleaning in a simple green solutions to
remove the heavy grim. I try to leave them in as original state as I receive them.
Thank you,
Peter Kaj
PKBrown Woodworking
Web Site: www.pkbrownwoodworking.com
Online Shop: http://www.etsy.com/shop/pkbrownwoodworking
Fan on Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/pages/PKBrown-Woodworking/176866972333115
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